Residents of Bidadari Estate can look forward to the new 10-hectare Bidadari Park, located in the heart of the estate.

Residents will have more opportunities to connect with nature and get closer to the area’s rich biodiversity. Besides being one of the main users of the park, you also play an important role in conserving the flora and fauna by caring for the park environment, and learning how to interact with wildlife and appreciate nature sensitively.
Enhancing Nature and Greenery

Bidadari will be strategically connected to five Nature Ways and is a natural sanctuary. To allow biodiversity to thrive, existing habitats will be enhanced, and wetland and marsh habitats will be introduced.

Set amidst the lush and hilly landscape, the park will feature a lake, a Heritage Walk, open lawns, and wooded experiential trails. Residents will be able to walk and cycle seamlessly via green pathways from the park to the other public spaces and BTO developments.

Bidadari Park is connected to five Nature Ways in Singapore to facilitate the movement of biodiversity.
To bring back the rich heritage and memories of Bidadari, a 700-metre Heritage Walk will be introduced to the estate. The Heritage Walk replaces the former Upper Aljunied Road that was expunged. Lined with beautiful mature trees, the Heritage Walk will recount the history and stories of Bidadari’s rich past through a series of storyboards.

To enhance the rustic and wooded environment, care has been taken to conserve existing greenery where feasible. The park will be home to over 2,000 new trees, including critically endangered species, and a variety of fauna, such as birds, butterflies, dragonflies, aquatic and semi-aquatic wildlife. Features such as the playground, experiential trails and viewing sheds are designed around some of the conserved trees.

Inspired by the former Alkaff Lake Garden – a Japanese-style garden built in 1929 by the well-known Alkaff family, the new Alkaff Lake will be a key attraction in Bidadari Park.
Park Highlights

The Alkaff Lake is designed to recreate the sense of tranquility of the former Alkaff Lake Garden, providing residents with a scenic spot for rest and leisure.

During dry weather, the gentle terrain of the banks will slope down to the edge of the lake and create an ideal spot for relaxation or picnicking. A large nest-shaped viewing deck extended towards the lake will offer a panoramic view of the park with a retained Rain Tree standing on its own island in the middle of the lake.

Beyond providing a scenic spot for rest and leisure, the lake will also serve as a stormwater retention pond when it rains, thus slowing down and reducing peak stormwater runoff into the public drainage system to enhance flood protection.